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MC Mechanical SuperMse
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High Clanrping Fonce & Extra Out-jaw Clamping Capacity
LiC Pci.;er Vrses are all in excellent precision and higher tham "IIS. CXass with largest clamping force 50KN. The main
fea:ure of Auto Well Fower Vise Series to he better ti:ran other }:rands' due to it has 3 patents: Lockwell Anti-Lift
,-,lecharism, Mechanicatr Eoos&er and Force Adjusteble Function.

-::-que Out-jaw design increase the clamping capaciq'.

::-rce Adjustable System (patented) makes the force setting easier and steadier.
Clamprng force can be freely adjusted with the guidance of graduation lines.

Lockwell Anti-Lift mechanism (patented) ensures the workpiece does not Lift.

Mechanical Booster (patented) provides a steady clamping force and inside Disc-Spring to
against shocks and vibrations while operation.

ffl ffre improved chip cover mechanism prevents the rust and extends the lifetime.

i6 Most suitable for VMC & HMC. Tolerance required within 0.01mm.

;f$ nigia and tensile ductile iron FCD-60 (80,000PSI) vise body. S1ide surface flame hardened to HS65'
to maintain the accuracy. S50C jaw-plate has been Carburizing heat treated the hardness to HRC54'
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Xffi Staticncturary &* toekwell em-Lft Menlanuw

LifE can be controlled within 0.O1..

Clamping fonce and Anti-Lift
mechanism featunes vintuallY

eliminate and fixed jaw deflection

and lift.
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B-dimension tolenance +0.01 .,"
G-dimension tolenarce +0.01 ,.'"
Fon guide blocks othen than standand, consult oun Engineening Dept'

NO lnspection ltems [Per 1OO mm]
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runn nO face to bottom of bed

Gl , Squu."ness between running face and iaw plate
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El i Sqru..ness keyways on bottom of bed to jaw plate 
i
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@ I Paralletism keyways on bottom of bed to jaw plate 
i

i,
[l , squ.reness both sides to running face

El iSquu."ness , both sides to fixed jaw plate

A panaletism runningfaceofthetestblockto bottom of bed O.O1 5 O.O2
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$t IParattetism ILift can be conffoled when clamping test i o.O15 i O'oB

*Basic on global market. our company stant producing MC serious type o[ vise€n 1986 and we keep

our vise dimens,on= u= =u*J=in|" ii,*. ff,'"." is no"fiLment or alignment problem between oun old

and new MC vise.
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ALO wo.khotding Series
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ALG-16OG/HV 1515 r161 t1 5S.5 r603 i168 I 88
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14. 1A 31 .73 . ?Ot 23 ,12A , 50 KN 1 OSkg

MC Mechanical Long PowerMse
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MC Mechanical Long Power vise with large opening and Lockwell Anti-Lift Mechanism is most suitable for
VMC & HMC. This vise owns 3 patents and has the honor to get TAIWAN EXCELLENCE 2010.

Force Adjustable System (patented) makes the force setting easier & steadier, moreover, it has constant
pres\ure lunction & ovet ptesrute ptotection.

Patented Mechanical Booster is fu1ly sealed against dust, chips and cutting fluld for extended life time.

Lockwell Anti-Lift mechanism (patented) ensures the workpiece does not deflect and lift.

Unique Out-jaw design increase the clamping capacin-.

Rigicl and tensile ductile iron FCD-60 (BO,OOOPSI) vise body. Slide surface flame hardened to HS65o to
maintain the accuracy. S5OC jaw-plate has been Carburizing heat treated the hardness to HRC54".

I Unique deslgn facilitates the evacuation of chips

ffi ALro Dimensions
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